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The US Senate is a group of lawmakers, that read mountains of bills, rules and regulations, executive orders, departmental news, judicial verdicts, and global and domestic news articles. Constance Lov Johnson has traveled extensively around the nation and internationally to study global governance. Some of her sacrifices included living in shelters, serving as a social scientist, vocational rehabilitation consultant, spending time in England with parliament members experiencing the differences and commonalities of cultures, economies and theologies. She knows the causes of poverty and great wealth. She is a theologian that understands cultural and religious beliefs to unify us in our social and political relations.

I run to utilize my eclectic and high level of political knowledge to keep the constituency of North Carolina and the nation fully aware and engaged in the congressional process for our beautiful culture and to enrich our lives.

SERVICES

- Published a Political Paper from 2002-2021 to inspire Black Americans to pursue campaigns and elected offices.
- Wrote numerous bills used to enact and ratify laws.
- Wrote our state’s ratified gun law.
- Designed and built the first K-12 Online/Virtual School for the states.

PLATFORMS

- Housing Allotment for Veterans and Active Duty Troops
- Reinforce Marriage in the USA
- Better Train the Secretaries of State to Engage Small Businesses in Corporate and Government Contracting
- Balance Educational Tools for Higher Attainment

PUBLICATIONS BY CONSTANCE LOV JOHNSON

Johnson has published numerous publications, including SchoolFirsts.com, BLACLINK, Legislative Star, CityPolitical Magazine, High Designed,, ActBLAC.org, constancelovjohnson.com, JohnsonBurtonLearningCenter.org, EkklesiaandKoinonia.com, and 100 Days of Prayer for Leaders. These publications have uplifted the community for decades.

MEDIA REACH & VIEWERS

50,000 followers
Upwards of 6,000 viewers weekly
10,000 viewers weekly
70,000 views per week